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metal retention role in the
antibacterial behavior of montmorillonite and
cellulose tissue-supported copper and silver
nanoparticles†

Farzaneh Noori,a Armelle Tchoumi Neree,b Meriem Megoura,ab

Mircea Alexandru Mateescu *ab and Abdelkrim Azzouz *a

The role of the retention strength of Cu0 and Ag0 nanoparticles on the induced antibacterial properties of

montmorillonite and cellulose-supported polyol dendrimer was comparatively investigated. An

unprecedented approach involving X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, thermal analyses, and surface

charge measurements allowed correlating the host–matrix features to the different antibacterial activities

of Cu0 and Ag0 nanoparticles against both the bacterial strains. Optimal metal–matrix interactions

appear to favor high dispersion of both metal particles and material grains, thereby improving the

contact surface with the cultivation media. This was explained in terms of hydrophilic character and

judicious compromise between the metal retention by the host–matrix and release in the impregnating

media. Competitive Lewis acid–base interactions appear to occur between MNP, solid surface and liquid

media. These findings are of great importance, providing a deeper understanding of the antibacterial

activity of metal-loaded materials. This opens promising prospects for vegetal fibers and clay-supported

drugs to treat dermatological and gastro-intestinal infections.
1. Introduction

Overuse of conventional antibiotics has led to pathogenic
bacteria adaption and rise of resistance, which has been found
to be a direct cause of a series of outbreaks of infectious
diseases.1 This has become a major medical issue that has
imposed a great challenge to be addressed.2 Some metal
nanoparticles (MNPs) can behave as potential surrogates for
organic antibiotics, given the well-known toxicity of heavy
metals in certain concentrations in aqueous media. Metals are
known as metabolism disturbing agents, some of them being
harmful for animals and humans.3 Certain zero-valent metals
(metal-zero) such as silver in high dispersion state have long
been used for treating skin bacterial infections.4 Nanoparticles of
gold, zinc, and titanium have showed high bioactivity. In this
context, silver (Ag) and copper (Cu) are also promising nano-
particles that have shown broad-spectrum activity against many
species of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria.5–11 High
antibacterial activity against pathogens has already been reported
for nely dispersed MNP12 and more particularly AgNPs, which
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appears to generate free radicals that inhibit microbial growth.13

Reportedly, eco-friendly and cost-effective cotton fabric-based
composite materials doped with copper oxide have shown anti-
bacterial action against Staphylococcus epidermis and Escherichia
coli.14 Preliminary unpublished tests have provided arguments that
metal-loaded polyhydroxylic matrices act as antibacterial agents.15

These performances have oen been explained in terms of
the contribution of the antibacterial properties of metal without
sufficient emphasis on metal dispersion. In spite of the wide
literature reported in this regard, the effect of the interactions
occurring between the host–matrix and both MNPs on the
infected media has scarcely been tackled so far. Furthermore,
the role of metal retention strength in the antibacterial activity
that has never been evaluated and still remains to be elucidated
has been undertaken in the present study.

MNPs have a strong tendency to aggregate into bulky inactive
clusters.16 So far, a wide variety of metal-loaded materials with
antibacterial activity have been synthesized.17 Both zero-valent
and cationic metal forms are known to behave as Lewis acids,
and can interact with basic chemical groups. Polyols and poly-
amines bear specic chemical groups that confer them
chelating and stabilizing properties for metals.18 Besides,
unavoidable interparticle H-bridges interactions oen lead to
a compacted structure and enhanced metal encapsulation that
impede direct metal interaction with the infected area, thereby
reducing their antibacterial activity. MNP dispersion and
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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stabilization on inorganic solid surfaces and/or specically
functionalized polymers provide metal-loaded inorganic–
organic materials that allow to overcome this signicant draw-
back.19 Their synthesis has become one of the main targets of
the present research.

Such a novel class of solid antibacterial agents are supposed
to act as an MNP reservoir. A wide variety of materials have been
more or less successfully tested as host–matrices for MNP so far,
and ample literature has been reported in this direction.
Nevertheless, the use of natural and organically-modied clay
minerals has barely been investigated. These materials display
high surface-to-volume ratios, chemical stability, thermal
resistance, non-toxicity, and recyclability.20 Among these,
smectite-type sodium montmorillonite (NaMt) is of particular
interest due to its natural abundance, cost effectiveness,
chemical inertness, sorptive capabilities, large specic surface
area,21 and even benecial medicinal effects.5,22 This crystalline
alumino-silicate is also known to be harmless for human health
and biodiversity, and has already found some applications in
biochemical and biomedical elds. Successful attempts against
bacteria were already achieved using other clay minerals such as
allophane and imogolite doped with metals such as Ag, Cu, Co,
and Zn.13,23,24 Attempts have also been achieved using func-
tionalized clay minerals and vegetal bers for the dispersion of
silver and copper ions.25

The adsorptive properties of NaMt are governed by a large
specic surface area bearing net negative charges and both in-
plane and out-of-plane silanol groups. The latter are known to
act as Lewis bases and effective chelating groups for metals due
to the electron pair of the oxygen atoms. Additional hydroxyl
groups can be brought by clay intercalation with dendritic
polyols26–29 or by the direct use of polyhydroxylic polymers.

Deeper insights into metal–matrix interaction (MMI) were
achieved herein through a comparative study of the antibacte-
rial activity of the twometals (copper and silver) in both cationic
and zero-valency dispersion form on a clay mineral, a vegetal
polymer, and their combination against two pathogenic
bacteria strains. Diverse analysis techniques are expected to
provide complementary data for demonstrating the proof-of-
concept that the antibacterial activity requires optimal MMI,
i.e., a judicious compromise between strong metal retention by
the host–matrix but a paradoxically easy metal release due to
a high contact surface with the cultivation media. This is
a comprehensive approach that is expected to allow the
tailoring of optimal interactions with the MNP-matrix by
modifying the surface type and the number of hydroxyl groups
of the incorporated organic moiety. This should provide valu-
able data for correlating the inuence of the metal retention
strength and the release velocity of the induced antibacterial
activity. This is a new concept that opens new prospects for the
controlled release of diverse medicinal substrates.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials preparation and polyol dispersion

All chemicals were of analytical grade and used without
previous purication. Crude bentonite (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville,
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Canada), sodium chloride (NaCl) (ACP chemicals, Montreal,
Canada), copper acetate (Cu(CH3COO)2) (Fisher chemicals,
Ottawa, Canada), silver nitrate (AgNO3) (Fisher chemicals),
sodium borohydride 98% (NaBH4) (Acros organics, Ottawa,
Canada), copper nitrate (Cu(NO3)2) (Anachemia VWR company,
Montreal, Canada), Boltorn™ H20 (Perstorp, Malmo, Sweden),
absolute methanol (MeOH) (Sigma-Aldrich), and toluene
(Sigma-Aldrich) were used. All the experiments were performed
in distilled water. Cellulose tissue (gauze) denoted as CT was
purchased from PJC, Canada.

Sodium-montmorillonite (NaMt) was prepared by combined
ion-exchange and the purication of crude bentonite (Aldrich)
in an aqueous NaCl solution using an effective procedure fully
described elsewhere.30,31 NaMt (200 mg) was immersed in
a methanol/water mixture containing 200 mg of the Boltorn™
H20 polyol dendrimer (41.2 : 58.8 v/v ratio) under continuous
stirring for 1 h at 40–60 �C, resulting in H20–NaMt organoclay,
which was dried overnight in a freeze-drying device. Similarly,
the impregnation of a CT patch of 1� 0.5 mm2 surface in 20 mL
of an aqueous solution of 0.01 mol L�1 Boltorn™ H20 at room
temperature (RT) for 1 h resulted in dendrimer dispersion into
a H20–CT composite.

2.2. Metal dispersion on the composite supports

0.2 g of NaMt or H20–NaMt was slowly mixed in a 50 mL beaker
with 15 mL (33.33% and 66.66% toluene/water) aqueous solu-
tion with a metal salt concentration of 0.12 mol L�1 Cu
(CH3COO)2 or (AgNO3) under vigorous stirring for 2 h. For
comparison, some antibacterial tests were only performed with
the resulting Cu2+/NaMt@H20 and Ag+/NaMt@H20. Both
cation-loaded organoclay suspensions were treated by the
dropwise addition of 10 mL aqueous solution of NaBH4

(0.2 mol L�1) for 15 min under a nitrogen stream at ambient
conditions. The resulting metal-zero-loaded clay minerals (Cu0/
NaMt and Ag0/NaMt) and organoclays (Cu0/H20–NaMt and Ag0/
H20–NaMt) were repeatedly washed with distilled water to
eliminate the excess of Cu2+ and Ag+ salts and then dried
overnight. Further, metal-loaded H20–CT samples were ob-
tained by dissolving 0.8 g of AgNO3 or 1.24 g of Cu(NO3)2 in
30 mL of distilled water and adding with 1 g and 1.5 g of NaBH4,
respectively. Cu2+ and Ag+ reduction into Cu0 and Ag0 nano-
particles (AgNP and CuNP) was achieved under stirring for 5–6 h
at RT under a nitrogen stream to prevent MNP oxidation. The
resulting Ag0/H20–CT and Cu0/H20–CT samples were dried
overnight at RT in a sealed enclosure with dry O2-free nitrogen
dried with NaOH pellets.

2.3. Material characterization

The basicity and hydrophilic character of the as-prepared
samples were assessed in terms of the carbon dioxide (CO2)
retention capacity (CRC) through Thermal Programmed
Desorption (TPD) and moisture content by thermogravimetric
analysis. (TGA). The basicity of diverse materials is commonly
dened as the surface affinity toward an acidic gas such as CO2.
This is herein assessed by TPD in terms of the CRC or total
basicity, which accounts for the total amount of desorbed CO2
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 24156–24171 | 24157
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within the investigated temperature range. The basic strength
accounts for CO2 retention strength, and is proportional to the
CO2 desorption temperature.30,32–46 For this purpose, 45–50 mg
of each material sample was prone to previous saturation with
dry and O2-free CO2 and then to a 5 �C min�1 heating rate from
20 �C to a given temperature threshold under 5 mL min�1

nitrogen stream. This temperature threshold was evaluated as
the stability range through TGA by means of a TA Instruments
TGA (Q500)/discovery MS equipment. This was achieved by
heating 4–7 mg samples in a platinum (Pt) pan in the temper-
ature range of 20–500 �C at a 10 �C min�1 heating rate under
a 30 mL min�1 dry argon stream. The particle morphology was
screened by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) using a JEOL
JCM-6000 PLUS instrument on samples spread as a powder on
conductive double adhesive carbon tapes at 1.0 kV voltage for
non-conductive samples and 15 kV for metal-containing mate-
rials (conductive). Deeper insights into MNP incorporation were
achieved through Transmission ElectronMicroscopy (TEM) and
energy-dispersion X-ray uorescence (EX-XRF) by means of the
JEOL JEM-2100F equipment (with an accelerating voltage of 200
kV) coupled to an EDAX X-ray uorimeter. The samples were
previously dispersed in methanol and dried on holey carbon-
coated Ni grids. The ED-XRF spots were denoted as eds1 and
eds1. This notation arises from a shortening of this acronym
into Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). Additional analyses
were performed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) in 2-theta range of
10–80� (XRD D8 Advance device and CuKalpha radiation at
1.5406 �A), X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS) XPS of 7800
� 300 mm spots (Axis-Ultra instrument, Kratos Analytical Ltd,
UK), and a monochromatic Al-based X-ray source (260 watts in
constant pass energy mode in two 160 eV and 1 eV steps).
2.4. Antibacterial tests

The antimicrobial behavior of the as-prepared samples was
evaluated by the diffusion and inhibition zone tests toward
Bacillus subtilis 168 and Escherichia coli DH5a bacterial strains.
Almost similar wall structures and behavior were reported
between Gram+ pathogenic and non-pathogenic strains.47,48

Non-pathogenic strains also appear to inuence the intestinal
homeostasis through anti-inammatory responses and mild
inammation.49 This justied their use herein for assessing the
MNP toxicity on the bacteria integrity and providing the proof-
of-concept of the key role of metal–matrix interaction on the
antibacterial behavior. Copper and silver ions have the capacity
to kill bacteria by destroying their walls and membranes in the
presence of both pathogenic and non-pathogenic strains.

The assay is a semi-quantitative method where 5 mg metal-
loaded clay materials or 1 � 0.5 mm2 CT-based samples were
inoculated in Petri dishes pre-seeded by approximately 74 � 106

colony forming units CFU mL�1 of each bacterial strain with
a cell optical density of 0.5 at 600 nm. Negative controls were
included in each assay. All experiments were performed in
triplicate involving three independent growth cultures with at
least two technical replicates for each growth culture. Aer 24 h
of incubation at 37 �C, the antibacterial activity was assessed
through measurements of the inhibition zone diameter (IZD).
24158 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 24156–24171
The effect of the material amount on the IZD values was
investigated by inoculating 1–9 mg of the metal-loaded clay
materials in both series of pre-seeded Petri dishes.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Metal dispersion on unmodied supports

CuNP and AgNP dispersion into polyol-based matrices in the
presence of NaBH4 was rst noticed by color changes from blue
to black for Cu2+ conversion into Cu0 and from colorless to light
grey for Ag+ conversion into Ag0 (Fig. S1†). Almost similar color
change was observed for the MNP dispersion in the H20–CT-
based samples (Fig. S2†). Metal incorporation was conrmed
by the visible modication of the morphology of the surface of
the host material. Preliminary observations through optical
microscopy revealed a transition from a clean and almost so
surface of the NaMt to the appearance of grains on the surfaces
of both Cu0/NaMt and Ag0/NaMt (Fig. S3†) and on the CT-based
materials (Fig. S4†).

SEM analysis revealed larger amounts of spheroidal grains
smaller than 100 nm and fewer quantities of crystalline rods of
residual metal salt on both the MNP-loaded NaMt (Fig. 1(a1–
a3)) as compared to the CT samples (Fig. 1(a4–a6)). The CT
samples showed non-uniform dispersion of the spheroidal
grains, suggesting a weak CT–MNP interaction. The relatively
high amount of Ag salt needles must originate from the lower
capacity of silver to undergo redox processes, indicating a lower
amount of incorporated Ag0NP. Thus, Ag-based materials are
expected to exhibit a weaker antibacterial activity compared to
their Cu-counterparts; this will be examined further.

The rise of metal-loaded dendrimer scales not anchored on
the CT surface may be due to weak CT interaction with the
dendrimer H20, if any (Fig. 2). The most plausible explanation
resides in a deciency in the OH groups on the CT surface. This
is expected to rather promote [H20:H20] H-bridges and
[H20:MNP] attraction forces at the expense of binary [CT:H20]
and ternary [CT:H20:CuNP] interactions within the polymer
entanglement.
3.2. Effect of polyol incorporation on metal dispersion

Dendrimer H20 incorporation induced the total disappearance
of such crystalline rods on Cu0/H20–CT. Their persistence in
trace amounts on Ag0/H20–CT conrms the lower amount of
Ag0 particles. This benecial effect of dendrimer H20 on MNP
dispersion appears to markedly mitigate this drawback,
presumably through a previous dispersion of metal cations even
before reduction. This was followed by instant entrapment and
stabilization of the rising MNP within the dendrimer entan-
glement, resulting in a pronounced improvement of the metal
dispersion on H20–NaMt (Fig. 3). This higher capacity of H20–
NaMt to host MNP should arise from the contributions of the
OH groups of both the clay surface and the dendrimer branches
in the formation of ternary [NaMt–polyol–MNP] interactions.

This result is of great importance because it provides
evidence that the presence of OH groups on the surface of the
support is an essential requirement for high MNP dispersion.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 SEM images of NaMt, CT, and their metal-loaded counterparts.
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Deeper TEM insights on the H20–NaMt samples revealed
a higher copper dispersion as reected by a much lower average
particle diameter not exceeding 5.5 nm as compared to silver
(30 nm) (Fig. 4). Closeup analysis on eds2 spots on the grey
surface between the black stains through EX-XRF revealed the
presence of metal sub-nanometric particles (MSNP) in Cu0/
H20–NaMt. No MSNP were detected in Ag0/H20–NaMt, thereby
conrming its much weaker dispersion capacity as compared to
that of copper.

Attempts to assess the size of copper sub-nanometric parti-
cles (CuSNP) using the ImageJ soware on metal-free blank
samples and Cu–H20–NaMt resulted in average particle diam-
eter values ranging from 0.08 to 0.22 nm. The expected face-
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
centered cubic (fcc) symmetry and 0.74 compactness factor of
Cu0 suggest the occurrence of CuSNP with less than 5 copper
atoms, given that one 0.5 nm particle and one 1 nm particle are
supposed to have ca. 5 and 38 Cu0 atoms, respectively.28

Calculations based on ED-XRF measurements on the two
samples of each metal-loaded composite (Fig. S5 and S6†) gave
O/Cu0 atom ratio ranging from 1.4 to 1.7 in eds1 spot and from
3.8 to 9.6 in eds2 spot. For comparison, the average O/Cu0

value was found to be ca. three folds higher than that of the O/
Ag0 atom ratio, thereby explaining the higher antibacterial
activity of Cu0/H20–NaMt in spite of its lower Cu0 content, as
expressed in terms of the Cu/(Si + Al + O) mole ratio of 0.18
versus 0.24 for the Ag/(Si + Al + O) value. Here, the metal
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 24156–24171 | 24159



Fig. 2 SEM image of Cu0/H20–CT.
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particle size appears to play a key role, provided that the
material particle size is sufficient to afford optimal surface
contact with the aqueous media.
Fig. 3 TEM images of metal-loaded H20–NaMt composites. The ED-XR

24160 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 24156–24171
3.3. Changes in clay surface basicity

The involvement of the OH groups in metal stabilization is ex-
pected to induce changes in the hydrophilic character and
basicity of the host materials. Insights through TPD revealed
the occurrence of at least four desorption peaks for NaMt. This
should account for four basicity strengths, namely, weakly
(below 100 �C), medium (between 100 and 250 �C), medium-to-
strong (between 300 and 450 �C), and strong basicity (between
450 and 550 �C). The slight shi of the desorption peak from
60–200 �C toward higher temperatures (170–220 �C) was noticed
from bentonite to NaMt (Fig. S7a†). This indicates a slight
enhancement and strengthening of the surface basicity, most
likely due to the removal of acidic silica phases (quartz, sand,
cristobalite). This agrees with the slight increase in the CRC
value from 2101 to 2261 mmol g�1 aer bentonite purication
(Table 1).

Silica phase removal was supported by the marked depletion
of the XRD lines assigned to quartz (denoted as Q) aer
bentonite purication and the presence of the main XRD lines
of crystalline silica in the pattern of the residual ash (Fig. S8†).
F spots were denoted as eds1 and eds1, as previously defined.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Average particle diameter of metal-loaded H20–NaMt composites as assessed by the ImageJ software.
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The shi in the 001 XRD line from a 2q value of 7.357� for
bentonite to 9.142� for NaMt indicates a decrease in the inter-
layer spacing. This must originate from the replacement of
bulky impurity particles and diverse cations by Na+. This was
conrmed by a noticeable sharpening and increased intensity
of the main XRD lines of NaMt, which is a special feature of the
homo-ionic form of montmorillonite and almost perfect
parallel arrangements of the clay sheets. This somehow explains
the lower moisture content value observed for NaMt compared
to bentonite, given that the Na+ cation has a lower polarizing
power and thereby weaker capacity to attract water molecules
than multivalent cations. MNP incorporation in NaMt induced
a marked decrease in the CRC from 2261 mmol g�1 down to 662
mmol g�1 for Ag0/NaMt and 55.5 mmol g�1 for Cu0/NaMt,
providing clear evidence of the occurrence of competitive
interaction of CO2 and metal with the clay surface. Here, the
metal dispersion must involve at least two kinds of interactions.
Some MNP interactions occur with the lattice oxygen atoms
(–Si–O–Si– with strong Lewis basicity), while others should take
Table 1 CO2 retention capacity (mmol g�1) and weight loss for the
synthesized materials

Material

TPD measurements TGA measurementsb

CRCa (mmol g�1) Temperature (�C) Weight loss (%)

Bentonite 2101 — —
Residual ash 1752 — —
NaMt 2261 20–140 1.0–1.2
Cu0/NaMt 55.5 20–140 0.5–0.6

140–480 6.6
Ag0/NaMt 662 20–90 1.9

90–470 9.4
CT — 47–130 0–0.1
H20–CT 38.4 47–185 0.275
Cu0/CT — 43–190 8.25
Ag0/CT — 47–200 8.74
Cu0/H20–CT 14.5 32–200 4.675
Ag0/H20–CT 5.6 40–200 8.525

a CRC: CO2 retention capacity. b TGA measurements were performed
between 25 and 700 �C for clay-based samples and between 25 and
200 �C for CT-based materials. The weight loss measured for each
material within the lowest temperature range accounts for
dehydration and provides the moisture content.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
place with the OH groups of both in-plane silanols and out-of-
plane Si–OH of the surface.50
3.4. Changes in the CT surface basicity

The CT-based samples exhibited much lower surface basicity as
compared to clay materials. TDP measurements for untreated
cellulose tissue revealed no CO2 desorption peak in the
temperature range of 20–100 �C. Polyol incorporation induced
a marked change in the TPD prole, reected by the appearance
of a wide desorption peak between 20 and 110 �C (Fig. S7b†).
This accounts for a rise in the weakly basic adsorption sites,
most likely amphoteric to slightly basic OH groups, belonging
to the inserted polyol dendrimer. As expected, OH groups were
found to dramatically decline aer CuNP insertion and totally
disappear aer AgNP incorporation. This is a conrmation of
the occurrence of [–HO:MNP] interaction. This pronounced OH
decay accounts for stronger [AgNP:OH–] interaction and
a stronger entrapment as compared to CuNP, and allows pre-
dicting a less intense Ag0 release and weaker antibacterial
activity as compared to CuNP.
3.5. Changes in the hydrophilic character

The hydrophilic character is expected to favor the material
dispersion in the aqueous media, while the antibacterial activity
must be strong dependent on the material affinity toward
aqueous media where the bacteria naturally grow. This affinity
toward water can be evaluated by TGA,51 which revealed a single
and small weight loss (WL) of at most 1.0–1.2% for NaMt
between 20 and 120 �C, corresponding to reversible dehydration
(Fig. S9a,† pattern 1). Rehydration was found to revive theWL as
supported by similar TGA patterns obtained aer repeated TGA
analysis–rehydration cycles. The total absence of other weight
losses at higher temperature and more particularly of dehy-
droxylation (2-Si–OH/ Si–O–Si– + H2O) provided evidence that
NaMt is stable throughout the entire range of temperatures
investigated.

A noticeable decay in dehydration was noticed aer CuNP
incorporation, as reected by the pattern attening with a WL
not exceeding 0.7–1.0% in the temperature range if 20–120 �C
(pattern 2). This is concordance with the depletion of unoccu-
pied OH groups due to the rise of competitive [–HO: metal]
interaction, as previously stated. MNP insertion into NaMt also
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 24156–24171 | 24161
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gave rise to a marked endothermic process at ca. 140–480 �C for
Cu0/NaMt and at 90–470 �C for Ag0/NaMt with a 6.6% and
a 9.4% WL, respectively (Table 1). A possible explanation could
be delayed and slow moisture release from the internal surface
due to weak moisture diffusion across a compacted structure of
the MNP-loaded clay mineral.52 Another WL was noticed at 470–
480 �C and could be related to the dehydroxylation of terminal
metal–OH groups of the possible metal oxide particles. The latter
may unavoidably be produced during the synthetic procedure
through slight metal oxidation when contacted with air. Both WL
were found to shi toward lower temperatures but with higherWL
values in Ag0/NaMt, indicating a slightly higher hydrophilic char-
acter. This suggests lesser formation of AgNP and [–HO:Ag0]
interaction, and thereby, more available hydrophilic OH groups.

In contrast, CT-based samples aremostly characterized by amuch
lower moisture loss (Fig. 8b), which indicates a much weaker
hydrophilic character. This must be due to a negligible surface
density of the hydroxyl groups on the commercial untreated CT.
Polyol incorporation allowed to overcome this drawback by intro-
ducing hydrophilic OHgroups, as reected by the noticeable increase
in the moisture content from ca. 0.1% up to 0.277% (Table 1).

Further incorporation of MNP in CT or in H20–CT induced
a marked enhancement of the hydrophilic character. This is sup-
ported by more pronounced WL in the temperature range of 47–
200 �Cup to 8.25% (Cu0/CT), 9.74% (Ag0/CT), 4.675% (Cu0/H20–CT),
and 8.525% (Ag0/H20–CT) (Table 2). Here, in spite of the competitive
[–HO:Metal] and [–HO:H2O] interactions, the mere presence of OH
groups in the vicinity of MNP seems to enhance the surface affinity
toward water.53 This conrms the narrow interdependence between
the moisture content that reects that the hydrophilic character is
expected to favor material dispersion in aqueousmedia and surface
basicity that promotes metal retention.
Table 2 Binding energy (eV) shifts for key elements in the synthesized m

Electron type

B

Theoretical data NaM

Matrix/group Alone Alone +Cu0

O 1s SiO2 532.9a 532.60 531.48
Al2O3 531.1 — —
C]O 531.5 — —
C–O–H 532.9 — —
Unknown — — —

C 1s C–C 284.8b — —
C–O–C 286c — —
O–C]O 288.5 285.05 285.03

Al 2p Aluminosilicate 74.4b 75.25 76.00 (l
Si 2s SiO2 149 154.55 152.00
Si 2p SiO2 103.5 103.25 103.00

Alumino-silicate 102.7 103.55
Ag 3d5/2

a 368.2 — —
Ag 3d3/2

a 374.5 — —
Cu 2p3/2

b 933 — 931.42
Cu 2p1/2

b 952.5 — 953.00
Cu satellite 943.50

a XPS data for silver metal: Ag 3d5/2 ¼ 368.2 eV. b XPS data for copper me

24162 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 24156–24171
3.6. Evidence of metal retention on the clay surface

Evidence of metal dispersion in NaMt was provided by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy. Changes in the binding energy
(BE) of the electrons belonging to the material atoms before and
aer metal dispersion are expected to provide valuable informa-
tion about the MNP retention strength and subsequently the
antibacterial activity. The values of BE shi are considered as being
proportional to the interaction strength. Metal incorporation in
NaMt was revealed by new XPS signals, i.e., Cu 2p3/2 at 931.42 eV
for Cu0/NaMt and Ag 3d5/2 at 367.99 eV for Ag0/NaMt (Table 2).
Other signals for Cu 2p1/2 at 953.00 eV and Ag 3d3/2 at 373.89 eV
provide conrmation of the presence of Cu0 and Ag0 particles. No
loss feature was detected between Ag 3d5/2 and Ag 3d3/2 and for
higher BE, suggesting the occurrence of Ag+ cations and the
incomplete reduction by NaBH4, in agreement with the SEM data.

A weak satellite was barely detected at about 943.50 eV,
indicating the presence of trace amounts of Cu2O. The C 1s
signals at 285.05 eV for NaMt and at 285.03 eV for Cu0/NaMt
were both assigned to the O–C]O groups, and indicate the
presence of carbonates (CO3

2�), as supported by the XRD
pattern of bentonite with 113, 202, and 018 plane families
between 40 and 45� (Fig. S8†). The marked BE increase of the C
1s signal for Ag/NaMt from 285.05 to 289.49 suggests a strong
interaction between carbonate and silver, presumably through
the formation of metal carbonate.
3.7. Role of oxygen atom in metal–clay interaction

The most important XPS results reside in the shis of the
binding energy (BE) of the key elements (oxygen, silicon, and
aluminum), providing evidence of the occurrence of metal
interaction with the host surface. For oxygen, the BE value
decreased from 532.66 eV down to 531.48 eV and 531.59 eV
aterials

inding energy (eV)

t Cellulose tissue (CT)

+Ag0 Alone +H20 +Cu0/H20 +Ag0/H20

531.59 532.71 532.71 531.65 531.74
— — — — —
— — — 531.65 531.74
— — — 533.54 533.66
— — — 536.11 535.85
— 285.05 285.01 281.61 285
— 286.45 286.16 282.96
289.49 288.98 288.96 285.71

ow) 74.99 — — — —
149 — — — —
103.4 — — — —

— — — —
367.99 — — — 368
373.89 — — — 368
— 932.65 — 932.97 —
— — — 940 —

tal: Cu 2p3/2 ¼ 933 eV.
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Fig. 5 XPS signals for O 1s electrons in NaMt and metal-loaded
counterparts.
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upon Cu0 and Ag0 incorporation, respectively. The larger BE
shi of the O 1s signal for Cu/NaMt suggests stronger Cu0

retention by the clay surface as compared to Ag0 (Fig. 5). Such
a BE weakening indicates an attraction by next-neighboring
species, and can be explained in terms of Lewis-acid–base
(LAB) interaction between clay lattice oxygens and MNP. The
stronger [Clay–O:Cu0] interaction was also reected by a wider
and asymmetric O 1s signal for Cu/NaMt, as compared to Ag/
NaMt.

Signal deconvolution of this asymmetric signal for Cu/NaMt
revealed three partially overlapped O 1s signals, presumably
due to multiple Cu0 interactions with at least in-plane and out-
of-plane silanols, with Si–O–Si groups and to a lesser extent with
Al–OH groups (aluminol). This somehow explains the higher
dispersion of Cu0 on NaMt as compared to Ag0. Conrmation in
this regard was provided by BE decrease for Si 2s electrons from
154.55 eV to 152 eV but slight Al 2p BE increase from 75.25 eV to
Fig. 6 C 1s XPS signals for metal-free CT, H20, and H20–CT.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
76.00 eV aer Cu0 incorporation. This indicates that Al–OH
interaction with CuNP, if any, should have only weak contri-
bution to copper retention. Interestingly, Ag0 incorporation
produced more pronounced Si 2s BE decrease from 154.55 eV
down to 149 eV but barely detectable Al 2p shi from 75.25 eV to
74.99 eV. This is a precise indicator of the occurrence of
stronger [Ag0:Si] interaction without necessarily favoring silver
dispersion on NaMt, as compared to Cu0, but almost negligible
interaction with Al atoms.
3.8. Metal interaction in organic matrices

CT, H20, and their H20–CT composite showed XPS similar
patterns with similar C 1s signals at 288.91, 286.41, and
285.11 eV, attributed to O–C]O, C–O–C, and CC-groups,
respectively (Fig. 6). The intensity of each C 1s signal for H20-
CT appears to be the sum of those of both organic compo-
nents. No BE shi was detected, suggesting that CT interaction
with H20, if any, should be negligible.

Cu0 incorporation also induced no C 1s BE shi in CT
(Fig. 7a) but a pronounced BE decrease down to 285.71, 282.81,
and 281.61 eV, respectively (Fig. 7b). Similar sequence was
registered aer AgNP insertion, providing evidence of strong
[AgNP:H20–CT] interaction through the carbon atoms.

This marked BE shi for the C 1s signal of more than 3 eV
compared to the almost total lack of BE shi in CT alone
accounts for a higher capacity of H20–CT toward host MNP
(Fig. 6). This is due to the contribution of the dendritic entan-
glement. The noticeable intensity decrease for the C 1s signal of
C–O–C and C–C groups (Fig. 7b) suggests a compaction of the
dendritic entanglement around MNPs.
3.9. Role of oxygen atom in metal–polymer interaction

Metal–matrix interaction should also involve the oxygen atoms
of the polymers. No H-bridges seem to arise between CT and
dendrimer H20, given the absence of a detectable shi of the O
1s signal at 532.71 eV (Fig. 8a). Nonetheless, CT was found to
interact with the incorporated Cu as supported by the O 1s shi
from 532.7 to 531.91 eV and the appearance of a new signal at
533.31 eV was assigned to the –C–O–H group (Fig. 8b). This is
presumably due to the increase in [–HO:Cu] interaction.

A BE shi from 532.56 eV down to 531.81 and a signal
widening were observed aer Cu0 incorporation in the den-
drimer H20 alone (Fig. 9a). The slightly higher BE decrease from
532.56 eV down to 531.71 eV registered aer Ag0 incorporation
indicates a paradoxically stronger interaction of silver with the
oxygen atoms of the dendrimer. Similar signal widening at
about 532.70 eV was observed for Cu0/H20–CT with the
appearance of a second signal at 534.31 eV attributed to the –C–
O–H group (Fig. 9b). Surprisingly, the higher density of hydroxyl
groups in H20 as compared to CT gave only a slightly higher
signal. This may be due to signal mitigation by the effect of H20
entanglement compaction.27–29 Here, the [–HO:MNP] interac-
tion strength is expected to determine the entanglement
compaction or, in contrast, theMNP release according to the pH
changes in the aqueous media.
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 24156–24171 | 24163



Fig. 7 C 1s XPS signals for Cu-loaded CT (a) and Cu-loaded H20–CT (b).
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3.10. Antibacterial activity of metal-loaded NaMt

Triplicate incubation tests at 37 �C for 24 h of 74 � 106 CFU
mL�1 populations of E. coli and B. subtilis strains revealed no
antibacterial activity in the presence of metal-free NaMt, den-
drimer H20, H20/NaMt, and cellulose tissue. As compared to
the starting NaMt, copper- and silver-loaded montmorillonite
(Cu0/NaMt and Ag0/NaMt) exhibited noticeable antibacterial
activity against both the bacterial strains, as illustrated by the
marked increase in the diameter of the inhibition zone (Fig. 10).
This providing evidence of the benecial effect of metal incor-
poration.54–57 Lower IZD was registered for Cu0/NaMt (1.40 cm)
Fig. 8 O 1s XPS signals after CT loading by dendrimer H20 (a) and CuN

24164 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 24156–24171
as compared to Ag0/NaMt (1.87 cm) in the presence of E. coli but
comparable IZD (1.83 cm) were obtained for both Cu0/NaMt and
Ag0/NaMt in the presence of B. subtilis (Table S1†). This suggests
a weaker antibacterial effect of CuNP on E. coli.

The addition of dendrimer H20 on NaMt induced a visible
improvement of the antibacterial activity, as illustrated by a larger
inhibition zone (Fig. S10†). This can be explained in terms of
higher metal dispersion within the dendrimer entanglement
bearing OH groups that act as chelating agents (Lewis base). The
higher IZD values registered for Cu0/H20–NaMt with both strains
(1.77 and 1.83 cm versus 1.07 and 150 cm for Ag0/H20–NaMt)
P (b).

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 9 O 1s signals for O 1s electrons in CT alone (a) and dendrimer H20 alone (b).

Fig. 10 Inhibition zones in the proliferation of both bacterial strains in the presence of NaMt and metal-loaded counterparts.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 24156–24171 | 24165
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indicate that Cu0 is more effective than Ag0, presumably due to (i)
a higher dispersion by dendrimer H20 as revealed by TEM, and (ii)
an easier release of copper in the liquid media as a result of the
higher dispersion of the material particles.

Besides, copper is also known to bemore reactive than silver,
generating oxygen reactive species (ROS) as in Fenton-like and
Haber–Weiss processes. Other possible explanations should
involve lower amounts of inserted Ag0 atoms. This must be due to
the lower reduction level of Ag+ cations in agreement with the XPS
data and the large amount of non-dispersed rod-like silver salt
crystals revealed by the SEM images (Fig. 1a). The general tendency
is that high antibacterial ability is observed against Gram-positive
B. subtilis, as illustrated by the largest IZD values (Table S1†). This
can be due to the very structure of the Bacillus cell wall with a thick
peptidoglycan layer and an abundant amount of pores that confers
them more sensitivity to reactive species as compared to Gram-
negative E. coli.51 The high concordance between the material
characterization data and antibacterial activity allows stating that
judiciously tailored [metal–matrix] interaction allows the design of
effective antibacterial agents.
3.11. Effect of clay dispersion and particle size

The clay dispersion in water is expected to play a key-role in the
antibacterial activity because it is assumed to improve the
Fig. 11 Effect of pH on the average particle size (a) and zeta potential (b),
for both bacterial strains (d).

24166 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 24156–24171
contact surface available for MNP exchange with culture media.
Clay material dispersion in water induced specic intrinsic pH
levels. A correlation attempt from the data summarized in Table
S1† showed that the average particle increased the pH from 6.01
up to 9.28, which resulted in a marked decreased in the particle
size from 401.9 down to 127.6 mm (Fig. 11a). This accounts for
a signicant claymaterial dispersion in water, most likely due to
increasing repulsive forces between the clay lamellae, as sup-
ported by an increasing tendency of the negative value of the
zeta potential (Fig. 11b). However, the occurrence of
a maximum value of 38.12 mV for H20–NaMt indicates that
increasing zeta potential is not the sole factor in clay dispersion
and that the modied clay structure also plays a role in this
regard.

Interestingly, the highest dispersion grade, i.e., the lowest
particle sizes were obtained for Ag0/H20–NaMt (127.6 nm) and
Ag0/NaMt (152.7 nm), which displayed moderate zeta potential
of �27.21 and �28.31 mV, respectively (Fig. 11c). A possible
explanation resides in a much weaker aggregation of clay or
organoclay particles around AgNP.

As expected, the particle size was found to exhibit a markedly
favorable inuence on the antibacterial activity, as supported by
the decreasing tendency of the IZD with increasing particle size
(Fig. 11d), thereby conrming the previous statement of the key
their interdependence (c), and influence of the particle size on the IZD

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 12 Effect of the amount of antibacterial material on the inhibition zone diameter in Petri dishes pre-seeded by approximately 74 � 106

colony forming units CFU mL�1 of each bacterial species with a cell optical density of 0.5 at 600 nm.

Table 3 Inhibition zone diameter (cm) for metal-loaded CT-based
materials

Samples

Inhibition zone diameter (cm)

B. subtilis 168 E. coli DH5a

CT 0 0
Boltorn™ H20 0 0
H20@CT 0 0
Ag0/CT 1 0
Cu0/CT 1.6 0.5
Cu0/H20@CT 3.5 1
Ag0/H20@CT 2 0.9
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role of the contact surface. This provides additional arguments
in favor of the proof-of-concept that an optimal equilibrium
between metal retention and release by the host–matrix is a key
factor for high antibacterial activity. In other words, strong
metal retention improves the carrier capacity of the host–matrix
but, paradoxically, easy metal release in the culture media
improves the antibacterial activity. This simultaneously
requires (i) highmetal dispersion and stabilization (ne particle
size); (ii) high matrix dispersion (low material particle size) to
improve the contact surface; and (iii) tunable metal retention
according to the features of the aqueous media.

3.12. Effect of metal amount in the clay samples

One of these features is undoubtedly the amount of incorpo-
rated metal, which appears to play a key-role in the effectiveness
of the antibacterial agent. Deeper insights through different
amounts of metal-loaded organoclays ranging from 1 to 9 mg
revealed an almost proportional IZD increase for both the
strains, E. coli and B. subtilis, with increasing amounts of
bactericidal agents up to a certain level (Fig. 12). Maximal values
of 2.5 and 3.5 cm for 9 mg of Cu2+/NaMt–H20 and of 2.4 and
3 cm for the same amount of Cu0/NaMt–H20 against E. coli and
B. subtilis were respectively obtained (Table S2†).

The general trend is that higher IZD values were obtained
with B. subtilis as compared to E. coli. This conrms the
previous assertion of the higher sensitivity of Bacillus subtilis.51

It is also worth mentioning that Cu0/NaMt showed highest IZD
values for Bacillus subtilis 168 but lowest values for E. Coli, in
agreement with the previous data (Table S1†).

3.13. Effect of the solid surface

In order to investigate the role of the solid support, similar
antibacterial tests performed with cellulose-based samples
against both E. coli and B. subtilis revealed the absence of
antibacterial activity for cellulose tissue (CT) and its polyol-
functionalized counterpart (H20–CT). In contrast, Cu-loaded
cellulose matrices exhibited strong activity against the
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
bacteria, as illustrated by the signicant IZD increase (Table 3).
This a clear conrmation that the antibacterial activity is only
due to metal incorporation regardless of the host–matrix. The
highest IZD values obtained for Cu0/H20–CT (3.5 cm) must be
due to both the benecial role of dendrimer H20 and higher
antibacterial activity of copper as compared to silver. Interest-
ingly, this value is higher than those of 2.23 cm for E. coli and
2.73 cm for B. subtilis registered in the presence of Cu2+/H20–
NaMt (Table S1†). Similar observations were made for Ag0/H20–
NaMt with a 0.90 cm IZD versus 2 cm for Ag0/H20@CT.

The most plausible explanation resides in a higher metal
dispersion in the CT samples by all the hydroxyls of dendrimer
H20. Indeed, unlike on montmorillonite, the OH groups of H20
are expected to preponderantly interact with MNP at the
expense of the H-bridges with a negligible amount of OH on the
CT surface, as supported by the TPD measurements (Fig. S7b†).
This somehow explains the total absence of H20–CT interac-
tion, in agreement with the XPS data. This result is of great
importance because it clearly demonstrates that the interaction
of the polyol dendrimer with the solid surface is detrimental for
MNP dispersion and antibacterial activity.

The effect of the surface charge and subsequently of the zeta
potential on the antibacterial activity should also be taken into
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 24156–24171 | 24167



Fig. 13 Effect of zeta potential on the IZD for both the bacterial strains.
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account. The general tendency is that increased absolute value
of the zeta potential induced a marked decay in the antibacte-
rial activity, as well illustrated by the visible IZD decrease
(Fig. 13). This suggests a detrimental effect to a higher density
of negative charge on the solid surface that impedes [materi-
al:bacteria wall] interaction through repulsive forces. The
external side of the cell wall of both Gram-positive and Gram-
negative bacteria bears negative charges.58,59

Unlike with cations, negatively charged bacterial cell walls
do not interact with negatively charged particles due to repul-
sive electrostatic forces. Decreasing zeta potential is supposed
to improve bacterial contact with the solid surface, MNP release
due to attractive Lewis base sites of the cell wall, and further
diffusion inside the cell.59 Inside the cell, MNP can generate
reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2,
superoxide anion (cO2

�), and hydroxyl radical cOH56,57 that alter
the cell stability60 via a wide variety of processes against
bacteria.60–62 In spite of their antibacterial activity,63 AgNP were
found to be less effective than cations,64 which are much more
attracted by the negative charges of the bacterial walls.56,62,65

Similar observations can be made for CuNP,66,67 whose
concentration and dissolution in the bacterial membrane is
known to induce potential and permeability changes,
membrane alteration,68,69 production of ROS and other detri-
mental oxidative processes,70,71 decay in intracellular ATP
production, and disruption of DNA replication13,72 This should
confer higher activity to CuNP against both the bacteria
compared to AgNP,73 thereby explaining the higher perfor-
mance of polyol-dispersed copper reported herein.
4. Conclusion

Metal dispersion in the form of AgNP and CuNPs with polyol
dendrimer induced antibacterial activity on montmorillonite
and cellulose tissue. Previous polyol incorporation induced no
detectable antibacterial activity but provided additional
hydroxyl groups that act as chelating agents for MNP. Strong
[–HO:metal] interaction reduces MNP accessibility and affects
24168 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 24156–24171
the antibacterial activity. Weak -[–HO:metal] interaction atten-
uates MNP retention and promotes the antibacterial activity.
Optimal amount of metal-loaded polyol composites results in
high biocidal effect through a compromise between structure
compaction and MNP accessibility to the bacterial cells. Polyol
dendrimer interaction with the solid surface appears to be
detrimental for MNP dispersion. High antibacterial activity
involves a judicious compromise between strong metal reten-
tion to improve the carrier capacity of the host–matrix and easy
metal release in the culture media. This requires high disper-
sion and low size of both the metal particles andmaterial grains
to improve the contact surface. Tunable metal retention
according to the features of the aqueous media appears to be
a key factor in this regard. The higher density of negative charge
on the solid surface impedes [material:bacterial wall] interac-
tion through repulsive forces. These ndings are essential
requirements for designing effective antibacterial matrices with
natural and low-cost materials with tunable entanglement
porosity.
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